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Repeat 
after 
me…

not a snake

not a snake

not a snake



see 
next 

page…



Once upon a time…

The people of the u.s.a. 

had two symbols

and

The liberty bell

The liberty Tree



The 
liberty 
Tree The 

liberty 

belland

That’s 
right….



  LIBERTy! 
LIBERTy!

big crack here.no more ding, dong, ding dong.

but the liberty tree died.

and the liberty bell broke…

TIMBER-
r-r-r!



For a while, a 
new symbol 

excited 
Americans…



The STatue of LIBERTY



Some americans didn’t like the statue—
OR IMMIGRANTS. These people WEre 
called “nativists.”

NATIVISTS THOUGHT the statue 

didn’t symbolize “their” 

america. 

descendants of 

immigrants themselves, 

NATIVISTS thought 

Immigrants were a 

threat to their jobs and 

their security.



Give me your tired, your poor, 
Your huddled masses, yearning to breathe 

free, 
The wretched refuse of your teeming 

shore, 
Send these, the homeless, tempest tost to 

me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door.

—Emma Lazarus
THESE 

words ARE  
on a plaque on 
the base of the 

statue…

They had a problem with 
wordS, TOO—LIKE THESE…



nativists 
needed a 

new symbol.

no words 
this time, 
please. 



so nativists started thinking…

could they come 
up with something 

new?
a new 

symbol, 
please.



of american 
strength

for american 
security

by american 
nativists



a…

a…

a…



on the border with

security 
fence



on the border…

with mexico?
our friendly southern neighbor?

Doesn’t make sense, eh?

by now, you may be thinking…





…but the people who created 
the fence didn’t make sense, 

either. 

it doesn't 
make sense. 





Clinton authorized increased 
militarization of the border in 1996. 
Measures included building a “fence” to 
keep unwanted immigrants out of the 
usA.



President Bush signed into law the Secure Fence Act. the 
act ordered the building of 850 miles of “at least” two 
layers of “reinforced fencing,” with patrol roads 
between the layers, at various points along the U.S.-
Mexico border.



"I believe as 
strongly as ever that 

we should take on illegal 
immigration. That’s why my 

Administration has put more 
boots on the border than ever 
before," Obama said during his 
State of the Union. "That’s 
why there are fewer illegal 

crossings than when I 
took office”—Politico, 

1/24/2012

Not a big fence builder (he 
canceled a billion dollar 
project to make a high tech 
wall). however, he 
increased the number of 
agents who patrolled the 
existing fence..



and

senators

from both 
parties

congress members 



 …and it covered 
less than half of 
the border…



…so, by the year 2012, 
nativists (and others) 
just couldn’t see their 
way out of this mess!

I 
can’t see 

it!!!

The way 
out! I mean 
the way out!

they looked to their leaders in congress…

some say 
they didn’t try 

very hard



People like the "gang of eight" 
US SENATORS



But they couldn’t see their 
way out either…..



Instead of  proposing legislation for fair 

and just immigration reform, they, uh…

‘d out… 

image source: http://clipartix.com/chick-clipart-image-41341/



nativists were deeply distressed…

we’re 
deeply 

distressed!





and 

still is…



45th President of the USA



His followers Said he was a “real american”…
no fence for Trump…

yeah!



so tRUMP went to congress…

“congress, it’s me. 
the 

president.” 

 “and i 
want a…”











well, not 
exactly…



republican nativists 
had to give trump  

for the wall



and trump 
loves 
money.



but…





no, 
sirree!

not on 
your life!



but nativists 

wouldn’t give up…



nativists loved the WALL idea. Why?

we will 
never 

surrender, or 
something



some of 
them will  get 

more pay to 

patrol a 
wall

well..



others will 
make money 

building the 
wall.



and some nativists just  love walls



but there are 
problems…

take 
out your 

notebooks, 
now, please…



First, a wall is a terrible symbol of a democracy, of an open society, of a country founded by immigrants..and of a compassionate people, who treasure fair play and freedom.

really!



second, a wall costs too much.

why 
doesn’t 
Trump 

just pay 
for it, 
then? 

It’s his 
wall.



third, a wall provides 
security to no one.

it never has. ask the ancient romans. ask the 
ancient chinese. ask the soviets. they had walls. 

You can’t ask 

them. they 

don’t exist 

anymore.

their 
walls 
didn’t 

work…



so a wall really makes 
no sense. just like the 

american people 

have said

are saying

and will 
say

forever



let’s all say it 

now:



we will not build your snake wall


